On the Vaccination View/Add Screen: there are two places to look for the appropriate vaccine choice when entering a vaccination date. Always look FIRST at the vaccine names that appear on the screen. ALL routine vaccines will appear. For less common vaccines that you can’t find on the this list, go to the “select” box at the bottom of the vaccine list, and choose your vaccine from the drop-down list and enter the date administered.

*Unspecified vaccines should only be used for entering historical vaccines when the specific vaccine type is unknown.

If your practice manages vaccine inventory in WAIIS: make sure the vaccine types you enter match the vaccine types your lot number manager has entered. If you don’t see the correct lot number on your Vaccination Detail screen, you and your lot number manager may be entering different vaccines (i.e. DTaP vs. DTaP-5 Pertussis antigen.) Be sure to speak with the person entering your lot numbers if you notice any issues/problems.
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